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We deem the pursuit of knowledge noble. It is the higher part of
ourselves, distinguishing us from other animals, making narcissism a
trait seemingly endemic to our species. The name homo sapiens
certainly implies no small amount of vanity. The questions formulated
in our universities, libraries, laboratories, zoos, museums, and
observatories may be addressed to an objective reality, but double as
a mirror in which we cast the question as to whether we are alone in
the universe. Is there another life form that comprehends the world
around it and expresses that comprehension as much as we do, from
the micro to the macro, from observing the deaths of stars to mapping
genomes? Are we an exception to the countless species that have
come and gone over the 3.5 billion years of life on earth? What do the
trilobites tell us?
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What is the true nature of reality? Is it the product of perception,
something recreated in the mind? Or, does reality exist outside and
independent of us? Descartes emphasized the former, putting a
perceiving subject at the center of a reality whose existence outside
the mind could then be doubted. This line of reasoning, popularized
in the film The Matrix, also happens to be a cornerstone of Western
philosophical thought, one stressing the human-centered nature of
knowledge. At the same time it reflects reality, this knowledge also
reveals the scope and ultimately the limits of human consciousness.

If only our narcissism were benign. Human and natural history have
always been interwoven. The difference at this point in time is that
our actions have unintended negative consequences on the natural
environment beyond the possibility of mitigation. Given the extent
of our ecological crisis, what we know cannot help but be weighed
against what we do. If anything, what we do seems to be in spite of
what we know.
This begs a simple question. For all of our knowledge, how well do
we understand ourselves, especially in light of our status as a force
of nature? Subsequent to Descartes, human consciousness has
undergone numerous reappraisals including Freud’s theories of the
unconscious, which try to account for rational and irrational behavior
by way of basic drives and instincts born of our will to survive.
The will to survive, however, has become the right to survive, a right
whose abuses and excesses have made startlingly clear the fragile
parameters governing terrestrial life. We flirt with extinction, an
irrational provocation turned desire.
What better grist for the Freudian mill than fracking? But we already
know this narrative. Deliverance’s most infamous scene harkens back
to the film’s opening sequence whose theme is “the rape of the earth.”
John Boorman’s 1972 adaptation of James Dickey’s 1970 novel serves
as a prime example of the extent to which our understanding of the
discrepancy between what we know and what we do has become the
province of story, where the imagination acts as mediator between
the conscious and unconscious. In Deliverance, the sublime undergoes a perverse allegorical inversion so as to live up to Edmund
Burke’s description of a natural beauty that in addition to inspiring
awe contains elements of “the dark, uncertain and confused.”
Our current fatalism has taken on regimented expression outside
the province of an ecological parable. Deliverance was made when
disaster movies were only coming into being as a genre. Ever since
then, global warming and summer blockbusters have been in lockstep,
record-breaking temperatures corresponding to record-breaking box
office earnings. Draped over summer’s Hollywood tent-poles, as these
big budget films are called, are plots sagging under the weight of
humanity’s impending demise, whether it is at the hands of rabid
zombies as in World War Z, or whether you happened to be holed-up
in James Franco’s pad during the rapture as in This Is the End.
The threat of our end is a story as recyclable as cardboard. While ours
is certainly not the only story to tell, we are for better or worse the
narrator, one whose sense of standing outside the story as it involves
our death is a form of denial. The trilobites tell us what we already
know, that ‘happily ever after’ is a chapter belonging to another species.
Hamza Walker
Curator
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OPENING RECEPTION
Sunday, September 15, 4:00 to 7:00 pm
CONCERT
Wednesday, October 9, 8:00 pm
Birgit Ulher, trumpet
Eric Leonardson, electronics, assorted devices
Ulher and Leonardson are seasoned
improvisers, with restraint being a key part of
each of their repertoires. Her stark compositional sensibility will be set against the
delightfully faceted tinkering of Chicago-based
performer and composer Leonardson. FREE
CONCERT
Wednesday, October 23, 8:00 pm
Gene Coleman and Ensemble N_JP
Sendai Transmissions
Sendai Transmissions is Coleman’s recent
foray into music compositions in which live
performances are set to video projection,
the visuals for this score being based on
the architecture of the Sendai Mediatheque,
a building designed by Toyo Ito. FREE
CONCERT
Sunday, November 10, 2:00 pm
Lisa Goethe, flute
Salvatore Sciarrino’s flute opera
Sciarrino’s flute opera is a program of solo
works for the instrument written throughout his
career. Sciarrino’s works are expressive of inner
states (emotional, psychological, physiological).
The music never loses its roots in utterance. For
this reason breath, and by extension the flute,
occupies a central place in his thinking. FREE
CONCERT
Wednesday, November 13, 8:00 pm
Yumiko Tanaka, shamisen
Yoko Reikano Kimura, shamisen
In its 400-year history, the shamisen, a sister to
the banjo, has been subject to neo-refinement.
With chops to burn, this duo will seamlessly
span the depths of tradition and the heights of
experimentation. FREE
ALL CONCERTS ARE IN BOND CHAPEL,
1025 EAST 58TH ST., ON THE UNIVERSITY’S
MAIN QUADRANGLE.

ARTIST TALK
Saturday, November 23, 2:00 pm
Lucy Skaer and Daniel Steegmann Mangrané
Swift Hall, room 106
1025 E. 58th St.
(on the main quadrangle)
FREE
LECTURE
Sunday, November 24, 2:00 pm
Joe Masco, Professor of Anthropology
and Social Sciences in the College,
University of Chicago
Suicide Narcissus and the Anthropocene
Swift Hall, room 106
1025 E. 58th St.
(on the main quadrangle)
Masco is the author of The Nuclear Borderlands:
The Manhattan Project in Post-Cold War New
Mexico (Princeton University Press, 2006).
Through a series of articles, his interest in
science and technology, U.S. national security
culture, political ecology, mass media, and
critical theory have led him to chart the sociopolitical and socio-psychological transition from
nuclear to natural holocaust. This lecture will
focus on topics raised through the work in the
exhibition. FREE
READING
Monday, December 2, 6:00 pm
Cyrus Console, poet
Cobb Hall, room 409
5811 S. Ellis Ave.
Cyrus Console’s 2011 book, The Odicy, uses
pentameter to address current ecological
crises, the end-time rhetoric of contemporary
fundamentalism, and the rise of fountain drinks.
He is an Assistant Professor in the Creative
Writing program at the Kansas City Art Institute.
FREE

FOR NEWS ABOUT ARTISTS AND EVENTS
Please sign up to receive our newsletter at
www.renaissancesociety.org, and follow us on
Facebook and Twitter.

Suicide Narcissus, which inaugurates the Society’s 98th
season and its 34th in the Bergman Gallery, is dedicated to
the memory of Edwin Bergman. Through his commitment
to new and provocative art, Ed championed all the Society
stands for. We remain grateful for his outstanding example,
friendship, service, and support.
This exhibition and related programming have been made
possible through generous support from the Arts | Science
Initiative, The Franke Institute for the Humanities, RBC Wealth
Management, Nicholson Center for British Studies, The Center
for Latin American Studies, The Cliff Dwellers Arts Foundation
and Poem Present.
Ongoing support for Renaissance Society programs is
provided by Alphawood Foundation; the CityArts Program
of The Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs and Special
Events, a municipal agency; Christie’s; Efroymson Family Fund;
John R. Halligan Charitable Fund; the Illinois Arts Council, a
state agency; Robert Lehman Foundation; The MacArthur
Fund for Arts and Culture at Prince; Chauncey and Marion D.
McCormick Family Foundation; Nuveen Investments; the
Provost’s Discretionary Fund at The University of Chicago;
Pritzker Foundation; The Siragusa Foundation; and our
membership.
/ Linda Warren and Jeffrey C. Hammes
is the lead corporate sponsor of the 2013–2014 Exhibition
Season.

